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Head Flashing - turn up edges and set in sealant (by others).

Preferred Methods:
- Extend head flashing past jamb the width of the sealant joint so jamb sealant butts into flashing (best).
- Run head flashing to ends of window unit and run jamb sealant to seal opening (good).

RSDV-02 General Rollershield Application
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RSDV-04  General Window Sill Flashing
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Rollershield with Rollershield Mesh or Rollershield Flashing Tape at sheathing joints and transitions. Spot fasteners with Rollershield.

Roof Felt – turn up sidewall 4” (102 mm) min. (by others)

Step Flashing – Minimum 4” (102 mm) high by 2” (51 mm) wide (by others)

Kick Out Flashing – set first in sealant (by others)

RSDV-15 Typical Rollershield Application at Kick Out Flashing
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